
Discover Vaporcade's Jupiter and Shuttle: The Ultimate Smartphone
Vape
Hey there, any vapers around here? Believe it or not, someone in the smartphone industry is thinking about you! Los Angeles-based vape factory
Vaporcade has a line-up of “cellular vaping” products that’s surely worth taking a peek at. You might be thinking that integrating two devices that
have nothing in common, other than lithium-ion batteries and mobility, doesn’t make a whole lot of sense. But we think the Vaporcade’s Jupiter and
Shuttle products will leave you convinced.

Introducing Vaporcade’s Jupiter and Shuttle: The Ultimate Fusion
Vaporcade’s Jupiter is not just a smartphone; it’s a vape too! Or perhaps it’s a vape that doubles as a smartphone. However you perceive it, the
Jupiter is a unique offering in the market. While detailed specifications are scarce, Vaporcade relies on the allure of novelty and the expertise of its
partners to capture your attention. Interestingly, the company collaborated with Herbert A. Gilbert, the inventor of the electronic cigarette, to
develop the Jupiter. Additionally, one of Vaporcade’s co-founders has a notable background in the gaming industry, while the other is the brother
of the renowned filmmaker James Cameron. With such connections, it’s clear that Vaporcade has some interesting surprises up its sleeve.

Unveiling the Jupiter: Where Vaping Meets Smartphones
When it comes to the Jupiter, Vaporcade offers two models: a 3G version priced at $299 and a 4G variant available for $499. What sets these
smartphones apart is the inclusion of a vaporizer on the top part of the device. This unique feature incorporates interactive “Surround lighting,”
providing an illuminating vaping experience. Vaporcade claims to have implemented the safest and smoothest vaporizing technology, ensuring a
satisfying experience for vaping enthusiasts. Not only does the Jupiter house a high-quality vape, but it also boasts dual battery power to support
both the vaping functions and the smartphone’s operations. The handset further includes a multi-functional home button, a proprietary user
interface, and a dedicated vaping app, creating a seamless user experience.

The Cellular Vaporizer: Exploring the Vaporcade Shuttle
To complement the Jupiter, Vaporcade offers the Vaporcade Shuttle, a proprietary juice format designed to work with the cellular vaporizer. The
Shuttle is available in cartons of five, with each containing 6ml of meticulously crafted e-liquid. These compact cartridges are spill-resistant and
require no maintenance, ensuring a hassle-free vaping experience. The Shuttle is offered in an array of flavors, including Black Pearl, Defiant, Red
Dragon, Serenity, and Q. With options like “Red Dragon,” Vaporcade aims to add excitement to the vaping experience, appealing to those seeking
a more intriguing flavor profile.

Pre-order and Learn More
For those intrigued by the concept of cellular vaping, the Jupiter and Shuttle devices are available for pre-order. The 3G model is priced at $299,
while the 4G version is available for $499. To explore further details about these innovative products and discover other exciting offerings from
Vaporcade, visit their official website.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

1. Can you use the Vaporcade Jupiter as a regular smartphone?
Yes, the Vaporcade Jupiter functions as a regular smartphone with all the typical features and capabilities you would expect, such as making calls,
sending messages, browsing the internet, and using various applications. It offers the convenience of a smartphone along with the added bonus of
a built-in vaporizer.

2. How long does the battery last on the Vaporcade Jupiter?
The battery life of the Vaporcade Jupiter will vary depending on usage patterns and settings. Since it combines both smartphone and vaping
functionalities, the battery usage can be affected accordingly. However, the Jupiter is equipped with dual battery power to ensure that both the
smartphone and vape functions have ample power throughout the day.

3. Is the Vaporcade Shuttle juice compatible with other vaping devices?
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No, the Vaporcade Shuttle juice is specifically designed to work with the cellular vaporizer integrated into the Vaporcade Jupiter smartphone. It is
not compatible with other vaping devices on the market. The proprietary juice format ensures optimal performance and a seamless vaping
experience when used with the Jupiter.

4. Can I refill the Vaporcade Shuttle cartridges?
The Vaporcade Shuttle cartridges are designed to be maintenance-free and disposable. They are not intended to be refilled. Each carton comes
with five pre-filled cartridges containing 6ml of e-liquid. Once a cartridge is empty, it can be easily replaced with a new one from the pack.

5. Are the Vaporcade Jupiter and Shuttle available worldwide?
The availability of the Vaporcade Jupiter and Shuttle may vary depending on your location. It is best to check the official Vaporcade website or
contact their customer support for specific information regarding international availability and shipping options. They will be able to provide you
with the most accurate and up-to-date details regarding the product’s availability in your region.
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